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1. **Introduction**

SSN introduced the meeting. Brief tour de table.

Voting members: 5 voting members were present.
[SSN] explained that the meeting would be in two parts; part one was dedicated to discussions and afterwards Pr Dr Massimo Colli presented a tour of stones from the Baptistery and the cathedral of Florence.

The 5th newsletter is expected to be published as soon as possible. It will contain photos and updates on the main topics from the past meetings.

2. Applicants

7 new applications were considered:

- Yoshi Iwasaki (Japan), David Mason (Australia) were welcomed as expert members
- Martine Assénat (France), Stefan Belishki (Bulgaria, member of the executive ICOMOS board), Reiko Hoshino (Japan), JiYoung Kim (Republic of Korea) and Konstantin Peev (Bulgaria) join the committee as associated members

3. Minutes of the 21st meeting

- Accepted without amendment.

4. Multilingual glossary

- New translations are on the website: Korean and Spanish.
- Japanese translation is expected to be on the website soon.
- Sandeep Sikka informed us that the translation of the glossary in Hindi and Tamil are now in progress
- ICOMOS Georgia found funds to publish and, without consultation with the ISCS Board, have sent us the final version before publication.
- Arabic version: M. Hamiane and M. Shaer are in contact in order to produce this version.
- Portugal version: J. Delgado Rodrigues and [SGN] have been in touch about delays to publication. The version which he sent in June/July 2014 was still a draft which requires further work. It will also require a Portuguese colleague familiar with Quarkexpress to format the final version and prepare a pdf which can then be sent to ISCS to be uploaded on the website. [SSN] will liaise with J. Delgado Rodrigues and will send updated information to about the procedures to finalize the translation.

5. Website

- [AMM] presented the ISCS website which, following discussion with George Wheeler, now includes all of the papers from the New York Stone Congress (2012).
Because of uncertainty about the status of the papers the majority had to be labelled with a watermark ‘Draft’. It is understood from George that eventually all of the papers will appear on the Columbia University website.

6. Other

- **Next events:**
  - [JMV]: discussion about the location of the next meeting in 2015 resulted in the proposal to have it in Edinburgh in May. AMM agreed to make arrangements.
  - [SSN]: an ISCS meeting could also be arranged in 2016, meeting in association with the next international congress on stone deterioration and conservation (Glasgow).
  - [JMV]: Asked for joint Mural Paintings and Stones events (discussion between [SSN], [JMV] and the president of ISCMP, Zuzanna Wierdl)
  - The meeting was reminded of the previous discussions which require to be concluded (to be considered the new Board):
    - O. Labesse had proposed that ISCS should organize an event on the lime and the masonries.
    - Several experts and associates members are interested in dry stones. [CCU] and [JMV] suggested that it becomes the topic of a next ISCS conference.

- **Elections:**
  - Renewal/election of the new Board. A Call for Candidacy and Notice of the procedure and timetable would be circulated by email in early 2015
  - [SSN] and T. Ishizaki are eligible to apply again
  - [AAM] and [JMV] will stand down

- Proposals for the next triennial work plan should be part of the application of each candidacy
- It is anticipated that the election process will be concluded before the next meeting to allow the new Board to discuss and agree the new Triennial programme.

7. Stone tours in Florence

- Committee members enjoyed two very informative tours. Firstly we visited the world-famous OPD kindly hosted by Maria Cristina Improta. Later, we were taken on a "Stones of Florence"-Tour kindly hosted by Massimo Coli. We thank Maria and Massimo most sincerely for these opportunities.
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